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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to generalize the results of Ref. [3]. It turns 
out that a field extension can be replaced by a ring extension provided 
suitable conditions are assumed; thus, Theorem 2.4 of Ref. [3] holds here 
under more general conditions: this is essentially the content of Section 1. 
In the same section it is seen that the crucial point is the existence of a 
cyclic basis for certain ring extensions; we give examples of this situation 
but it is patent that the question is purely number-theoretical, hence delicate. 
Section 2 is concerned with the combinatorial dimension of the maxima1 
spectrum of the rings considered in Section 1 and it is suggested that the 
hypothesis on being formally real is unnecessary.l 
As a general proviso, all rings are commutative with identity and ring 
homomorphisms map identity onto identity. I shall be concerned with the 
following situation: 4 C B are rings, A[X] = A[X, ,..., X,] (resp. B[X] = 
B[X, ,..., X,1), P E spec WV, P, = P n A413’l, R = WWp, R. = 4?lho - 
It is clear that the inclusion A C B induces a ring monomorphism R, -+ R. 
It will be assumed throughout that the prime ideal p has generators in A[X]. 
For a = (a, ,..., a,) E L4n, let ZJ, : a[X] ---f A denote evaluation at a and 
let Z’(p) = {a E JP / us(f) = 0 Y~E p>. Let 4 f WC V(p); then for 
a E V(n) one has induced evaluations R,, -+ A, R + B which are also 
denoted vii, . Define 
S=S(W)={~ER~ZJ~(~)#OV~EW), 
So = S,(W) = (f E R, I v,(f) # 0 Va E W}. 
One sees that S, So are (saturated) multiplicative sets and since R is a 
domain, there are canonical injections R,, -+ S$R, , R + &fR, R -+ SWR. 
1 We have just been informed by Lissner that this is indeed true. 
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Also there is an injection S;lR,, + S;‘R since formation of quotients is an 
exact fun&or. 
If B is an integral domain, 1etL (resp. K) be the quotient field of 3 (resp. A); 
then for a E H7, vU induces evaluations w, : SFR -4 L, wa’ : S;lR, -+ K. 
It is apparent how most of the results can be gotten for group rings of 
a free Abelian group of finite rank over A, B instead of the polynomial rings 
A[-YJ, B[X]; the main point is to replace the usual evaluations by evaluations 
wit.h “values” in A, (resp, B,), where A, = (Y/P, r E -4, fa > 0). Also the 
variety F(p) of a prime ideal p has to be defined up to a fixed subvariety 
of A’” since one now has “poles.” 
1. Notation as above; fix p E spec B[X] and # f WC V(p). The 
main result of this section is as follows (cf. Ref. [3, Theorem 2.41): 
THEOREM 1.1. Let B be an integral domain and let A be a subring of B such 
that B is a free A module with basis 1, 8 ,..., @-I for some 0 E B. If S$R = S-lR 
then proj mod S-IR < 1,/d proj mod S$R, proaided Krull dim(,4) < CC. 
Proof. One imitates nutatis mutandis the proofs of Theorem 2.4 and 
Lemma 2.3 of Ref. [3], using properly the evaluati.ons W, ) a E W (cf. 
Introduction). 
COROLLARY 1.2. Assumptions as in Theorem 1.1; let p = (0), W = A” 
and A be Noetherian of I;;& dimension k < co. Then proj mod SFR < 
(n + k),/d. If, moreover, B is a (necessarily Noetherian) ecnique factorization 
domailz, then Jinitely generated projective S-IR modules are free provided 
n + k < 2d. 
Proof. One has 
proj mod S;‘R, < dim max (S,-lfJ < Krull dim(SL’&) 
< Krull dim(&) = n + k. 
The next question is to look for enough situations where the assumptions 
of Theorem 1.1 are fulfilled. In connection with the hypothesis that GIR = 
S-lR, one has the following 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A be a normal domain with quotient field K and 
L ! K a normal jield extension. Let B be a subring of L sati&ing the .following 
conditions : 
(i) L is the quotient field of B; 
(ii) B contains the integral closure of A in L; 
(iii) B is a free A module ,with finite basis. 
Then S;lR = S-IR. 
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In order to prove the above proposition one needs some lemmas. First 
recall one procedure of defining the norm of an element in certain ring 
extensions (cf., e.g., Ref. [4]): let A C B be rings such that L3 is a free A 
module with finite basis. Given x E B, consider the A endomorphism of I3 
defined by y ++ XY and let M be the matrix of this endomorphism with 
respect to any A basis of B; one easily checks that 
det(TI - M) = T” - alTn-l + ..* + (--I)%, E A[TJ 
does not depend upon choice of basis. The norm N&x) of x over A is 
defined to be a, ; clearly, a, = det M. 
The following facts are easily checked (cf. Ref. [4]): 
(a) If B is an integral domain then N&x) f 0 for all x E B, x f 0; 
(b) If K (resp. L) is the quotient field of A (resp. B), then N,fK(x) = 
NBIA(x). Also NLl&) coincides with the classical norm in a field extension; 
(c) Let A C B and A’ C B’ be ring extensions such that B (resp. B’) 
is a free A module (resp. A’ module) with finite basis and if B g A” 
(resp. B’ G (A’)‘“), then n = KZ. Let # : B -+ B’ be a surjective ring homo- 
morphism such that #(A) = A’. Then #(Ns~,(x)) := N~~I~,(#(x)) for all x E B. 
For any subset SC B[X], d enote V(S) = (a E 8” [ v,(f) = 0 ‘df~ S> 
(cf. Introduction). 
LEMMA4 1.4. Let A C B be a ring extension with B free as A module and with 
j&&e basis. If B is an integral domain then V(N8[,Y11A[Xl(f)) C V(f) fog any 
f EBP7. 
Proof. It follows immediately from the fact that B[X] is A[X]-free with 
same basis cardinal as the extension A C B, from (c) (with $I = ~1,~  where 
a E A”) and from (a). 
~OROLLARP 1.5. Let B be a?z integral domain and A a subring of B such that 
B is a free A module with$nite basis. FOP f E B[X], write NB[xlla[P1( f) = Nf 
and for p E spec B[X] denote f + p the residue off module p. Suppose that 
Nf + p belongs to the ideal generated by f -+ p in S$R; then S;‘R = SVR. 
Proof. One wishes to prove that the elements of S are units in STIR. 
From Lemma 1.4 it follows that v,(Nf) # 0 for all a E It’ and all f E B[X] 
such that f + p E S. On the other hand, hTfE A[XJ Therefore Nf + p E S, 
and hence the result follows because Nf + p E (f + p)S$R by assumption. 
We shall be ready to prove Proposition 1.3 after the following technical 
result: 
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LEMMA 1.6. Let A be a flormal domain with quotient field K and let L j K 
be any jield extension. If 0 EL is integral over A, then A[B] is a free A module 
with basis 1, a,..., ~9~ for some k > 0. 
Proof. Firstly, if fY+l + ak” + ... + a, = 0 is an equation of integral 
dependence for 0 over A, then &+r E A + 98 + ... + A@. Therefore 
A[B] = 4 + ... + A@. Assume now that Tk+l + a,T” + ... + a, E A[T] 
is the manic polynomial of least degree satisfied by 0 over A. Since A is 
normal the minimal polynomial of B over K is in A[TJ (cf. Ref. [7, Theorem 4, 
p. 2601). Therefore 1, B,..., 0” is A-linearly independent. 
Now to the proof of Proposition 1.3! From (iii) it follows that B[X] is 
d[X]-free with finite basis and since -4 normal =r A[.X] normal (cf. Ref. 
[2, Section 1, No. 3]), one can use Lemma 1.6 to conclude that for any 
f~ B[X], 14[X][j] is d[X]-free with basis 1, f,..., f I; for some k > 0. Let 
us compute the norm off in A[X][f] 1 A[X]: the matrix of multiplication 
by .f with respect to the basis 1, f ,..., f k is 
I 0 1 . . 0 1 . . ...  *-- --* . . . . 0 1 . . --a, a, . * I 
where P(T) = Tk+l + u,T~ + ... + a, E A[X][T] is the manic polynomial 
of least degree satisfied by f over 14[X7. Thus, by definition, the norm off 
in the extension A[X][f] 1 A[X] is (- l)“+la, . On the other hand, L(X) / K(X) 
is normal since L j K is normal, and P(T) is also the minimal polynomial off 
over K(X); therefore (- l)E+la, = no(f), u E aut(L(X) ! K(X)) (necessarily 
finite since [L : k-1 < co). But f integral over A[X] z- m(f) integral over 
A[X] for all cr E: aut(L(X) j K(X)), so u(f) E B[X] by (iii), that is to say, 
the norm off in A[X][f] ( A[X] belongs to the ideal fB[X]. Finally, using 
(b) and transitivity and multiplicativity of the norm one sees that the norm 
off in B[X] / A[X] also belongs toJCB[X]. Now apply Corollary 1.5. 
A more delicate question is to decide when the extension B j A of Proposi- 
tion 1.3 has a cyclic basis. The following are instances of this situation: 
EXAhfPLE 1.7. 4 is a field (hence B is a field) such that B 1 A is a finite 
Galois extension (this is the setup in Ref. [3]). 
EXAMPLE 1.8. B = Z, L ( Q is a quadratic or cyclotomic extension and 
B = ring of integers of L. Then it is well known that B 1 A has a cyclic 
basis (examples of extensions L 1 Q whose ring of integers does not admit 
&/I8/3-9 
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a cyclic basis can be found in Hasse’s “Zahlentheorie,” Berlin, 1963, III, 
Section 25, 7). 
EXAMPLE 1.9. Let L ( K be a finite Galois extension (normality is only 
needed because of Proposition 1.3), let A be a discrete valuation ring, and 
let B be the integral closure of A in L. Assume that the unique nonzero 
prime ideal of A is totally ramified. Then B 1 A admits a cyclic basis 
(cf. Ref. [7, Lemma 4, p. 3101). 
EXAMPLE 1.10. We start with a Dedekind field F (i.e., the ring of integers 
D of F is a Dedekind domain) and a finite separable extension E 1 F. Let b 
be the integral closure of D in E and let p E spec D; then pb = P,el ... P,“,, 
where Pj E spec b are uniquely determined. Let A = fijp , B = S, (where 
P stands for any of the Pj’s), K = pr, , L = ,??p . Finally, let B(P) (resp. A(p)) 
stand for the residue field of BP (resp. 4p). If z E P \ P2 and if (ri + PB, , 
1 <1-<<}isabasisofB(P)IA(p),then(7imk,1 <i<fiO<k<e-1) 
is a basis of L j K which is integral, i.e., it is also a basis of B 1 A (cf. Ref. 
[6, Chapter III]). Now this basis becomes cyclic in the following cases: 
Case 1. B 1 A is unramz~ed (or b 1 D is unvam$ied at P), that is to say 
e = 1 and B(P) ( -4(p) is separable. In this situation, 1, T’,..., of-r is a basis 
of B 1 A for some r E B. 
Case 2. B 1 A is totally ram;fied, that is to say, B(P) = A(p). In this 
case, 1, r ,..., 5+--l is a basis of B 1 A (note that this is a particular case of 
Lemma 4, p. 310, in Ref. [7]). 
Now assume that E 1 F is also normal; then Theorem 1.1 holds for B 1 A 
taken as in the above cases. 
EXAMPLE 1. I 1. Let A be any normal local domain, K its quotient field, 
L 1 K any finite extension. Let B be the integral closure of A in L. Assume 
the following conditions satisfied: (1) The residue field of A is infinite; 
(2) B is finitely generated as an A module; (3) B / A is unramified. Then 
B 1 A has a cyclic basis (cf. Ref. [l, Lemma 4.21). 
Note that the latter example does not quite generalize Kummer-Hensel 
primadic analysis because of condition (1). 
Remark. Starting with a Henselian discrete valuation ring as base ring 
one obtains results similar to Kummer-Hensel analysis. Details on this 
will appear somewhere else. 
2. In this section one is concerned with the maximal spectra of 
S;‘R,, and S-lR. The main result is Theorem 2.3 below (generalizing 
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Corollary 3.2 of Ref. [3]). First let me point out an easy consequence of 
Theorem 1.1: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let B be an integral domain and A a subring of B such 
that B is A-free with basis 1, O,..., W1 and let p be a prime ideal of B[X] with 
generators in A[X]. If S-IR = S;lR, thtil 
proj mod SFR < $ Krull dim FR. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.1 once it is proved that 
Krull dim Si’R,, < Krull dim SIR; 
in fact one has equality here and this follows, in turn, from Ref. [2, Section I, 
No. 2, Proposition 51, from Seidenberg’s going-up theorem, and from the 
following: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A C B be rings and let p be a prime ideal of B[X] with 
generators in A[Xj. Then &‘(B[X]/p) E B aA S;‘(A[X]/p,), where pO = 
p n a[X] (cf. Introduction). 
Proof. The assumption on p implies that p,,B[X] = p; therefore one has 
ful/P r fvclIPoB[X’l= BFI OAW 4Tl/Po = B @A 4-mtJ . 
From universality of rings of quotients one thus obtains a ring homomorphism 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
where ~~~ , kg are canonical injections. Consider the ring homomorphism 
# : B aA S;;l(AIXlip,) + q’(B[XJ,$) defined by $(b @ a) = ba, b E B, 
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fx E S;l(A[Xj/p,). Since 
it is mere routine to check that 4 * ZJ = 1 and # . $ = 1. 
Remark. Incidentally, the above lemma shows that the pushout of the 
diagram 
mmJ - B @A 4X1/~, 
S;l(BPII~) 
is B @A ~&W~/P~). 
Proposition 2.1 is a weak version of Theorem 2.2 in Ref. [3]. Krull 
dimension is rigid when one shifts from R to SFR, hence it fails as a best 
possible bound for proj mod S-IR, whereas the dimension of the maximal 
spectrum is fairly flexible. The importance of the next result stems precisely 
from this fact. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let B be a Noetherian integral domain, let A be a Noetherian 
subring of B such that B is a free A module with finite basis, let p E spec B[XJ 
and assume that ~~rmr.df) + P = RYf + P E (f + P)R for all f E 8x1 
(e.g., under the assumptions of Proposition 1.3). If, moreover, the quotient field 
of A is formally real, then max(S;‘R,) and max(S-lR) are homeolrwrphic. 
Proof. To make things look more systematic consider A” = A x ... x A 
endowed with the Zariski topology, i.e., the closed sets are varieties of 
ideals in A[X] (one easily checks that this gives indeed a topology since A 
is a domain). 
Let k- (resp. L) be the quotient field of A (resp. B). There is given 
4 + WC J%)CA”; define a mapping h : I+‘-+ spec(S-lR) (resp. 
h’ : W+ spec(S$R,,)) by h(x) = ker(w,) (resp. h’(x) = ker(w,‘)), where 
w, : S-lR + L (resp. wi : ST’% -+ K) is evaluation at x E W (cf. Introduc- 
tion). 
It is clear that h, h’ are injective mappings. There are two main points 
in the remainder of the proof: 
(1) max(S-lR) C h(W). 
Indeed, let m E max(S-IR); one may clearly assume that 
?lt = (fi + PY..,fk + P>, fi E B[-Y!- 
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Let g = CF=, (Nfi)2; by assumption, Nf?: + p E (fi -!- p) * B[Xl for all 
i = l,..., k; therefore g + p E m, i.e., g(x) = 0 for some x E IV. On the 
other hand, Nfi E A[X] for i = l,..., k and the quotient field of A is formally 
real by hypothesis, therefore (N&)(x) = 0 for i = I,..., k, so fi(x) = 0, 
i=l I..., k (cf. Lemma 1.4). This means that m C ker(zo,), hence m = ker(w,). 
(2) ker(w,) n qlR, = ker(w,‘) for any x E W. 
This is obvious from definition. 
Let us glance at the consequences of the above facts. First, let W(B) = 
W(m.ax((SIR)) and p = h j W(B); then p : W(B) -+ max(S-IR) is a 
bijection. Next, S-lR = S;‘R by Corollary 1.5, and S;‘R is integral over 
S<lR, (cf. Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.2); therefore given m’ E max(S’$R,) 
there exists m E spec(S-lR) such that m n S$R, = m’ and one can even 
assert that m E max(S-IR) (cf. Ref. [2, Section 2, No. 1, Proposition 1 and 
Theorem 11). But it has been proved above that m = ker(w,) for some .x’ E IV, 
hence also m’ = ker(w,‘) from (2). Thus, if K(A) = iz’-l(max(~lR,)) and 
p’ = h’ ! W(A), one obtains a bijection p’ : W(A) + max(S;lR,). On the 
other hand, again from (2), it follows that W(A) = W(B). 
One will be through once it is proved that both TV, p’ are bicontinuous; 
but this is a mere repetition of the arguments in Ref. [3], using the assumption 
that A is Koetherian. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A C B be Noetherian domains and let p E spec B[XJ* 
Assume the following conditions lzold: 
(i) B is a free A module with basis 1, i3,..., W-r; 
(ii) The quotient Jield of A is formally real; 
(iii) Nf + p E (f + p) B[X] for any f E B[X’j (e.g., under the assamp- 
tions of Proposition 1.3); then proj mod S-lR < l/d dim max(S-‘Rj. 
Proof. Theorems 1.1 and 2.3. 
Remark. The condition that the quotient field of A be formally real is 
rather strange to the spirit of the problem; indeed some more natural condi- 
tions may replace it. 
In fact I believe that Theorem 2.3 holds under far less stringent conditions. 
In this connection it may be worth while singling out the following result: 
PROPOSITIOX 2.5. Let A C B be rings such that B is integral over A. 
Then dim max(B) < dim max(A). 
Proof. For any ring T let J(T) be its Jacobson radical and define 
J-spec T = (p E spec T j J(Tip) = (0)). 
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I shall prove that dim J-spec B < dim J-spec R and use Ref. [5, Corollary l] 
to conclude that dim max(B) < dim max(A). Let pO < p1 < ... < pk be a 
chain such that pi E J-spec B, say, pi = flu nt,,i , where nt,,$ E max(B). It 
follows from Ref. [2, Section 2, No. 1, Corollary l] that 
ponA <pInA < ... <pknA 
is a chain and, moreover (cf. Ref. [2, Proposition l]), ~n,,~ n A E max(A). Since 
pi n A = (& m,,i) n A = na (nt,,i n A), one has that pi n A E J-spec A. 
Therefore 
dim J-spec B = sup(dim C ( C closed irreducible in J-spec B} 
< sup{dim CO 1 CO closed irreducible in J-spec A} 
= dim J-spec -4, 
as a consequence of Ref. [5, Proposition 21, and the fact that dim C = prof(p) 
whenever C = closure(p). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A C B be rings such tlaat B is integral over A and let 
p E spec B[X] haae generators in A[X]. Then 
dim max(Sc’R) < dim max(S;lR,). 
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